SUMMARY

From a two-state solution to one-state solution to the “Deal of the Century,” Palestinians living under Israeli occupation have endured decades of longing for statehood and its associated benefits, including political independence, economic prosperity, personal and national security, and freedom of movement and thought. Three decades ago, the Oslo Declaration of Principles ushered in the promise of phased liberation from the occupation, but the reality has been the creation of Bantustan-like communities, separated from one another and denied true self-governance. “Area C,” the largest of the Palestinian areas as defined in the Oslo Accords, remains under Israeli control, with Israeli settlers benefiting from this resource-rich region while Palestinians face restrictions that make it virtually impossible to use the land. This is despite the fact that the Oslo Accords included a vision that Area C would gradually be transferred to full Palestinian control. Honoring the original Oslo Accords would buttress the Palestinian economy, reducing the need for foreign aid and alleviating the current dire situation and growing Palestinian frustrations. This paper summarizes the events from Oslo to today, explains the current situation in Palestine–Israel dynamics, and concludes that the only real solution is a return to the two-state paradigm. Peace and security, for both Israelis and Palestinians, will come only through mutual recognition of statehood and clearly defined and respected international borders.

HISTORICAL CONTEXT: THE PROMISE OF OSLO

Two years following the launch of the Israeli–Palestinian peace process in Madrid in October 1991, the Declaration of Principles (DOP) on Interim Self-Government Arrangements, known as the “Oslo Accords,” was signed between the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO), which represented the Palestinian people, and the government of the state of Israel on September 13, 1993, in Washington, D.C. According to the DOP, both parties agreed to put an end to decades of confrontation and conflict. They recognized each other’s legitimate political rights and desire to live in peaceful coexistence with mutual dignity and security. Both parties also agreed that the political process should continue in order to achieve a just, lasting, and comprehensive peace settlement and historic reconciliation.

Looking into the details and careful language of the Oslo Accords reveals important facts that should not be overlooked. Significantly, Article IV refers to a jurisdiction that would cover the territories of the West Bank and Gaza Strip. The parties agreed to view these territories as a single territorial unit whose integrity would be preserved during the interim period. Article V established a five-year transitional period that would begin upon withdrawal of Israeli forces from the Gaza Strip and Jericho. Permanent status negotiations were slated to commence no later than the beginning of the third year of the interim period.

Three decades ago, the Oslo Declaration of Principles ushered in the promise of phased liberation from the occupation, but the reality has been the creation of Bantustan-like communities, separated from one another and denied true self-governance.
In Cairo on May 4, 1994, the agreement on “the Gaza Strip and the Jericho Area” was signed by the PLO and the government of the State of Israel. The preamble stated clearly that the interim self-government arrangements, including the arrangements in the Gaza Strip and Jericho, were an integral part of the whole peace process and that the negotiations on permanent status will lead to the implementation of UN Security Council (UNSC) Resolutions 242 and 338. According to Article II of this agreement, Israel shall implement an accelerated, scheduled withdrawal of Israeli military forces from the Gaza Strip and the Jericho area, which did begin immediately after signing the document. Accordingly, the established Palestinian Authority held legislative, executive, and judicial powers and responsibilities in the area where Israeli forces withdrew.

On September 28, 1995, the Israeli–Palestinian Interim Agreement on the West Bank and Gaza Strip, known as “Oslo II,” was signed in Washington, D.C. In its preamble, the agreement reaffirmed, yet again, the desire of both sides to achieve peace, and recognized that the peace process and the new relationship established between the two parties would be irreversible. It also recognized the determination of both parties to sustain and continue the peace process. Both sides agreed to a peace process that was intended to lead to a permanent settlement based on UNSC Resolutions 242 and 338. As per Chapter 2, Annex XI of the agreement, the two sides agreed that—except for areas to be negotiated in the permanent status negotiations—the West Bank and Gaza Strip territories would come under the jurisdiction of the Palestinian Council in a phased manner to be completed within 18 months, with gradual redeployment of Israeli forces from the area.

Accordingly, five redeployment phases were implemented: the first on September 28, 1995, followed three years later by the second on November 20, 1998, and the third on September 4, 1999. The fourth and fifth redeployments were implemented on January 4 and March 20, 2000, respectively. However, the redeployment that was agreed to in Oslo II was never fulfilled. The incomplete redeployments resulted in only 39% of the West Bank (Areas A and B) falling under the Palestinian Authority’s partial jurisdiction. This area is geographically fragmented and made up of noncontiguous Palestinian enclaves surrounded by a fully contiguous Israeli-controlled area that makes up 61% of the area of the West Bank. According to Oslo II, that contiguous area, known as Area C, was to be gradually transferred to Palestinian jurisdiction. As of 2022, Area C, containing some of the best agricultural land and resources, remains under Israeli control and is virtually off limits to much-needed Palestinian development. This is contrary to the agreement that Israeli forces withdraw from all areas except those to be negotiated in the permanent status agreement.

While attempts at peace building were ongoing, and while the redeployment of Israeli forces from occupied Palestinian territory was to be implemented, successive governments of Israel did not cease transferring Israeli civilians to live in illegal settlements in the West Bank and East Jerusalem. While the number of illegal settlers was just over a quarter million in 1993 when the Oslo Accords were signed, by 2022 the number reached as high as 700,000 settlers. The growth of the settler population has been systematic. It was neither stopped nor reduced throughout the past three decades. On the contrary, Israel has increased its settler presence in the West Bank, including East Jerusalem, and maintained its full control of the Palestinian territory and its natural resources—including land, water, minerals, and gas.

The illegal settlements in the West Bank and East Jerusalem and Israel’s insistence on maintaining its control over the West Bank and its resources are major reasons why the redeployment was never fulfilled. They also remain among the primary reasons for the collapse of peace building attempts and efforts at reaching a much-needed peace settlement. Israeli policies in this regard have played a major role in creating the notion that an agreement based on a two-state solution is no longer likely to be a way out of the impasse in the Israeli–Palestinian situation.
A PALESTINIAN STATE WITHIN A TWO-STATE SOLUTION

In 1947, the United Nations General Assembly adopted Resolution 181 calling for the partition of Palestine. The partition plan suggested creating two states—a state for the Jewish people and another for the Arabs—within Mandate Palestine, while keeping the city of Jerusalem as a corpus separatum, or “separate entity,” to be governed by a special international regime. The partition plan was completely rejected by all Palestinians and Arab leaders under the argument that the creation of a Jewish state would in fact result in the dispossession of Palestine. It is worth mentioning that, prior to 1947, Jewish land ownership in Palestine was under 2%. However, without minimizing the negative impacts of the Nakba, also known as the Palestinian Catastrophe, the partition plan, though deemed illegitimate at the time, in retrospect paved a road to a possible, internationally acceptable formula to address the Israeli–Palestinian struggle based on a two-state model.

In the 1990s, an Israeli–Palestinian peace process for negotiation of a two-state solution was launched in Oslo, Norway. Subsequently, the “Oslo Accords” and “Oslo II” agreements were signed in an attempt to achieve peace. The two-state solution was supported by the United States, and in December 2000, President Clinton presented both Israeli and Palestinian negotiating teams with parameters for a final status agreement. The Clinton proposal, which did not prove successful, included the creation of a Palestinian state on 94%–96% of the West Bank and all of Gaza, and a plan for Jerusalem and refugees. In 2008, in Annapolis, Maryland, there were attempts to revive and continue negotiations. During his presidency, President George W. Bush called for a Palestinian state and built support for the two-state solution. In his farewell to the U.S. Department of State prior to his departure in 2016, Secretary John Kerry delivered a speech calling for the negotiation of secure and recognized international borders based on the 1967 borders between Israel and Palestine. He also called for fulfilling the vision of UN General Assembly Resolution 181, which called for two states for two peoples with mutual recognition and full equal rights for all their respective citizens. Similar to the pattern of U.S. support for a two-state solution, the governments of Europe, while differing in political sensibilities, still support and are committed to a two-state solution. Indeed, nine of the 27 EU member states have formally recognized the state of Palestine.

For Palestinians, the two-state solution would provide international recognition of the state of Palestine, allowing it to exist side-by-side with the state of Israel in peace and prosperity. Palestinians insist on a sovereign and independent Palestinian state with the right of self-determination—a state with clear borders that is viable, contiguous, and shares international relations with all countries in the region and beyond, including the state of Israel. The vision for the state of Palestine is based on fundamental human rights of freedom, dignity, and equality and is in line with international law and the system of justice and accountability that the international legal order is designed to preserve.

Moreover, an agreement on a two-state solution would lead to reconciliation among Palestinian factions, which would need to work together under the new unified government. This would also lead to security for the state of Israel and the region.

REGIONAL NORMALIZATION OF RELATIONS WITH ISRAEL

The Middle East is experiencing political transformation at an accelerated pace on multiple levels. The last decade saw dramatic changes with regard to normalization of relations between Israel and some Arab countries. The issue of normalization of relations with Israel as a state in the region had previously been linked to the Arab Peace Initiative (API), where normalization was conditioned on Israel’s full withdrawal from all the territories it occupied in 1967. The API was presented in 2002 by Prince Abdullah Bin Abdul Aziz, who was then the crown prince of Saudi Arabia. Since then, several Arab countries have established diplomatic relations with Israel.

The vision for the state of Palestine is based on fundamental human rights of freedom, dignity, and equality and is in line with international law and the system of justice and accountability that the international legal order is designed to preserve.
prince of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. This initiative called for:

Full Israeli withdrawal from all the Arab territories occupied since June 1967, in implementation of Security Council Resolutions 242 and 338, reaffirmed by the Madrid Conference of 1991 and the land–for–peace principle, and Israel’s acceptance of an independent Palestinian state with East Jerusalem as its capital, in return for the establishment of normal relations in the context of a comprehensive peace with Israel.\(^{11}\)

The API was preconditioned on Israeli “acceptance of the establishment of a sovereign independent Palestinian state on the Palestinian territories occupied since 1967 in the West Bank, and Gaza Strip with East Jerusalem as its capital.” Under this condition, the Arab countries affirmed “that they will consider the Arab–Israeli conflict ended and enter into a peace agreement with Israel. The Arab countries as well affirmed to establish normal relations with Israel in the context of comprehensive peace.”\(^{12}\)

The year 2020 saw normalization of ties between a few Arab countries and Israel. This came under the auspices of the administration of U.S. President Donald Trump. During his presidency, the United States adopted policies that departed radically from his predecessors and violated the understanding that some contentious matters must be resolved in final status negotiations. Trump’s “Deal of the Century” included the recognition of Jerusalem as Israel’s capital, support for illegal Israeli settlement expansion in the West Bank, and encouragement of the normalization of relations between Israel and Arab states.

The United Arab Emirates, the Kingdom of Bahrain, and Israel signed the declaration of the “Abraham Accords” in 2020, brokered by the Trump administration. The Kingdom of Morocco and Sudan followed suit and announced normalization of relations with Israel soon afterward. The Abraham Accords, departing from the API, in effect bypassed the Israeli–Palestinian issue. For the first time in the history of the conflict, a decision was made that excluded ending the occupation of Palestine as a condition for normalizing ties with Israel. While the Abraham Accords recognized the importance of peace in the Middle East, they were signed in the absence of peace in Palestine.

The Abraham Accords were a result of policies of the Trump administration and Israel to sideline Palestinians and shift the focus toward the broader region. They were and still are condemned by the Palestinians and their leadership. The accords are seen as U.S. and Israeli efforts to undermine Palestinians in their pursuit of independence and their struggle to end the Israeli occupation of Palestine.

Israel’s policies toward Palestine have shifted in the last decade in terms of changing the conflict. With the recent rise of populism in the world and in Israel, emerging populist parties have increased their power. Today, the Israeli political scene is dominated by religious, ideologically right–wing Jewish parties that hold 72 of the 120 parliamentary seats.\(^{13}\)

### GETTING TO THE ROOT OF THE CONFLICT

The Oslo Interim Agreement negotiation process did not achieve its goal of reaching a resolution to the Israeli–Palestinian conflict by ending the Israeli military occupation of Palestine. The concerns and interests of both sides were never met despite the passing of three decades since the signing of the Declaration of Principles. Consequently, proposing new approaches to the conflict has become common. The concept of “conflict management,” associated with conflict containment, focuses on day–to–day issues with regard to managing the economic and security concerns of Israel and thus indefinitely sustains the current situation. Another approach is “shrinking the conflict,” a concept that recently emerged with the goal of enhancing Palestinian freedom without compromising Israeli security. With this approach, the conflict is neither solved nor managed, but “shrunk.”\(^{14}\) This involves providing the Palestinians with the feeling...
of autonomy and economic independence, while in reality the occupation of their territories continues, and Palestinian rights to a sovereign, independent state are postponed indefinitely.

Both management of the conflict and shrinking the conflict are seen by Palestinians as Israel’s way of maintaining its grip on the Palestinian people, their land, and their resources, while avoiding the fundamental issue of ending its colonial occupation of their territories.

As of 2022, Palestinian territory that was occupied on June 4, 1967, is still under Israeli occupation—an occupation that has lasted more than five decades. The state of Israel has distorted facts on the ground in attempts to distract the international community and establish the notion that a peace agreement that includes a Palestinian state is far-fetched. Since 1967, more than 700,000 Israeli settlers have been illegally transferred to reside in occupied Palestinian territory. Jerusalem, occupied in 1967, is today isolated from the rest of the Palestinian territories and has become even more inaccessible for Palestinians since the construction of the Annexation Wall that surrounds the city from all sides. Israel controls the land and resources of the West Bank and Gaza. When Israel decided to freeze the implementation of the interim agreement and the withdrawal of Israeli forces from the occupied territory, fragmented, noncontiguous, “Palestinian-controlled” areas that lack sovereignty and independence were created—resulting in a situation that will impede the future establishment of a Palestinian state. It is clear that Israel is using its own distorted version of reality to remove the possibility of reaching a resolution with Palestine.

**PALESTINIAN PUBLIC OPINION**

During the first quarter of 2022, internal Palestinian developments included the launch of local election campaigns in the West Bank, which were very much needed. Local elections were conducted in the larger cities and communities in the West Bank. According to the main findings of a 2022 public opinion poll by the Palestinian Center for Policy and Survey Research (PSR) in the West Bank and Gaza, a large majority of Palestinians (72%) support holding elections at the presidential and legislative levels in the near future. Another important finding was that 60% of Palestinians support holding a special session for the PLO Central Council during which important decisions relevant to Palestinian–Israeli relations would be made. A small majority (51%) of West Bank and Gaza residents believe that the current PLO remains the sole legitimate representative of the Palestinian people, and most importantly, 65% of the public say that the entry of Hamas and the Islamic Jihad into the PLO would make it more representative of the Palestinian people. On Palestinian–Israeli relations, the support for a two-state solution, at 40%, remains almost the same as it was in the last quarter of 2021.

The publication of a 2022 Amnesty International report that described Israel as an apartheid state led to a shift in Western public opinion in favor of the Palestinians, similar to what occurred in South Africa’s case. On a different note, when comparing the Israeli–Palestinian conflict to Russia’s war in Ukraine, which began in February 2022, the PSR poll found that a majority of Palestinians believe the war demonstrates a Western double standard: Although willing to impose sanctions on Russia, the U.S. and Europe show no willingness to do the same for Israel.

The recent introduction of “confidence-building steps” between the Palestinian Authority and Israel has increased the popularity of Fatah, the largest faction of the PLO, and its popularity is rising at similar rates in both the West Bank and Gaza. The confidence-building steps emerged from a meeting between the president of the Palestinian National Authority, Mahmoud Abbas, and the defense minister of Israel, Benny Gantz, in December 2021, after which Gantz announced a number of measures aimed at improving ties with the Palestinian Authority. The measures included the transfer of tax payments that Israel had been collecting on behalf of the Palestinian Authority, as well as travel...
permits for Palestinian businesspeople, and the approval of residency status for about 9,500 Palestinians. According to the PSR poll, 63% of Palestinians view the confidence-building measures undertaken by Israel and the Palestinian Authority positively. Israel is implementing measures that support the notion of shrinking the conflict, which may bolster Israel’s security in the long run. Yet, Palestinians who believe that ending the occupation is the only means to reach peace do not perceive this to be the case. Israel also claims to be implementing measures to support more “humanitarian policy” toward Palestinians. For example, Israel is increasing the quota of Palestinian workers allowed in Israel.

**SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC TRENDS IN THE LAST DECADE**

The occupied Palestinian territories are heavily dependent on economic relations with Israel, with the latter enjoying the lion’s share of the benefits. In 2021, Palestinians imported $5.7 billion in commodities from Israel and exported only $1.5 billion to Israel. Palestinians are also dependent on employment opportunities in Israel, with West Bank laborers in Israel and the settlements earning $2.9 billion in 2021. The labor market in Israel is more lucrative than in the West Bank, with an average daily wage in Israel of 260 new Israeli shekels (NIS) compared to between 118 and 126 NIS for employment in the West Bank. In contrast, a Gazan earns only 101 NIS per day in the public sector and only 34 NIS in the private sector, with very limited opportunities for employment in Israel. Coupled with unsustainably low wages, the 18% unemployment rate in Gaza makes conditions particularly untenable.

In a study of the economic and employment impact of the Israeli occupation during the period 2000–2017, the UN Conference on Trade and Development concluded:

The economic costs of occupation resulting from the loss of Palestinian fiscal resources can be estimated at $36.4 billion (real 2015 prices), 2.7 times the size of the Palestinian GDP in 2017. The cost in terms of employment is estimated at 111,000 job opportunities every year. ...

Furthermore, Israel controls borders and crossing points. This has led to severe stunting of the Palestinian economy from 2000 to the present, as seen in the shrinking of the Palestinian productive capacity and base, interrelated economic distortions, high and rising unemployment rates, financial unsustainability, a chronic trade deficit and a high level of dependence on international aid to finance a large and persistent budget deficit.

The promise of Oslo included the gradual release of Area C to Palestinian control. To date, this has not happened, and restrictions on Palestinian economic development in Area C abound, while Israeli settlers face no such restrictions.

The promise of Oslo included the gradual release of Area C to Palestinian control. To date, this has not happened, and restrictions on Palestinian economic development in Area C abound, while Israeli settlers face no such restrictions. The area is vital to Palestinian independence and the viability of statehood, as it provides space for Palestinian construction to reduce the current density that plagues population centers in Areas A and B—a problem that is predicted to increase markedly in the coming years. Area C also contains significant minerals and quarriable land, which could potentially expand exports and reduce Palestinian dependence on foreign aid. Travel restrictions imposed on Palestinians throughout Area C, as well as through and between the other areas, cause serious transportation delays that impede both commercial and social sectors. This is in addition to Palestinians’ obvious inability to build solar and wind energy resources, as well as other activities of economic value, without access to Area C.
The division of water resources between Palestinians and Israelis was, under Oslo II, designated as a final status negotiation matter. As of 2022, the Palestinian water supply continues to be controlled by Israel. Palestinian water options are limited to: (a) groundwater pumped to wells or used through springs, or (b) water purchased from Israel’s national water company (Mekorot). Together, the sources supply 365.7 million square meters of water to Palestine, of which 174 million square meters are available for irrigation. In fact, water consumption of Palestinians in the West Bank is around 73 liters per day, while in Area C it is even lower with daily average use of water per capita being around 20 liters. Both of these numbers are well below the World Health Organization’s minimum standard of 100 liters per day.\(^{21}\)

In contrast, Israeli settlers in the West Bank consume approximately 320 liters per day of water.\(^{22}\) The inequity is glaring.

**WHY IS THE TWO-STATE SOLUTION STILL THE MOST PROMISING?**

As of 2022, the population of the state of Israel is 9.5 million citizens.\(^{23}\) Jewish people constitute 73.9% of the citizens of Israel and amount to 7 million inhabitants. The vast majority of the remaining 26.1% of the population, roughly 2 million people, are Palestinian citizens of Israel. In the occupied territories of Palestine, the population is 5.4 million Palestinians\(^ {24}\) living in the West Bank and Gaza Strip.

Two important notes are to be taken from these statistics. First, it is clear that when looking at Israel and Palestine together, 7 million Jewish people and 7.4 million Palestinians live between the Jordan River and the Mediterranean Sea. The Security Council of the United Nations is currently discussing how to delineate a border between the two states and its implications on the territory of each state.

A two-state solution will allow for negotiations between Palestine and Israel on equal terms with the support of the region and the international community. The belief that at the end of such negotiations peace and security will be achieved should be an incentive for both sides to revive the negotiations within a two-state solution framework.
refugees. The right is undeniable and should be respected and protected. The means and practical application of this right will be negotiated.

A two-state solution will allow for negotiations between Palestine and Israel on equal terms with the support of the region and the international community. The belief that at the end of such negotiations peace and security will be achieved should be an incentive for both sides to revive the negotiations within a two-state solution framework. This will bring us back to the Arab Peace Initiative that establishes proper peace between Israel and the Arab World after the Palestinian issue is resolved.

THE NEW PARADIGM WITHIN A TWO-STATE SOLUTION

With the two-state solution as a base, a new paradigm and a new framework organized in one full package can be sought to initiate negotiations to end the Israeli occupation of Palestine and start an era of peace in the Middle East in general and in Palestine/Israel in particular. This new framework includes five important and inextricable elements; the framework cannot be implemented should one of the elements be lacking.

The first element is recognition. It is essential that Israel and the world recognize a sovereign and independent state of Palestine based on UNSC Resolutions 242 and 338 with borders based on those that existed before June 4, 1967. While the state of Israel was recognized by the world in 1948, the state of Palestine has since been seeking similar recognition. In a letter to Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin on September 9, 1993, from President of the Palestinian Authority Yasser Arafat, the latter confirmed that “the PLO recognizes the right of the State of Israel to exist in peace and security,” and he accepted UNSC resolutions 242 and 338. In return, Prime Minister Rabin confirmed that “the Government of Israel has decided to recognize the PLO as the representative of the Palestinian people,” a far cry from recognizing a state of Palestine. That lack of recognition continues.

Today 140 states around the world do recognize Palestine as a state. Palestine is a non-member state of the United Nations, and the time is ripe for full recognition. Options for recognition include a UNSC resolution followed by Israeli recognition within two years of negotiations. A second and very desirable option is upfront recognition of the state of Palestine by Israel followed by the launch of negotiations for a period not to exceed two years. By the end of year two, the state of Palestine would be admitted to the UN General Assembly. A third option is for Israel to recognize the state of Palestine in principle and deposit with the Swiss government a letter of recognition based on UNSC Resolutions 242 and 338 and the June 4, 1967, borders. At the end of two years, the UNSC would recommend admission of Palestine to the General Assembly. All three options will need Israel’s commitment to a full settlement freeze and an agreement to negotiate on all final status issues within an agreed upon period of time, not to exceed two years. Reaching an agreement between the state of Israel and the state of Palestine will lead to full implementation of the Arab Peace Initiative. Israel will in turn be a state recognized by all Arab states.

The second element is territory. Territory is a combination of two basic factors: space and time. Negotiation over territory will allow for agreement on the space that is important for both states. The factor of time is crucial to control the process of negotiation. Time will be used to gradually implement the negotiated agreement over territory. In our proposal, the borders separating the state of Palestine from the state of Israel are to be based on the 1967 borders, and the timeframe to reach a detailed agreement on borders is proposed as 12 months, after which the state of Palestine will have clear, recognized borders.

The third element of this package focuses on state building. Enhancing Palestine’s readiness for statehood will depend on building a viable state with the capacity to function independently and democratically, including building its economy. A strong economy will require
developed infrastructure networks, arrangements for commerce and trade across the state and internationally, and strong income-generating projects to provide employment and reduce poverty and dependence on foreign aid. Clearly, gaining administration of Area C and having a contiguous Palestine are essential for this to be achieved.

The fourth and fifth elements address the regional and international aspects, respectively. The regional aspect includes regional security with a bilateral or multilateral core group including Palestine, Jordan, Egypt, and Israel that will be created based on the success of the negotiations and once the borders of the state of Palestine and the state of Israel are defined. The international aspect will allow for the creation of an international commission to discuss the refugee issue and its mechanisms. Both regional and international aspects should support state building in Palestine and will allow for a body that will oversee the implementation of this package.

Under this framework and with a commitment to a two-state solution, Israel and Palestine may finally be able to achieve lasting peace and security.

ENDNOTES

4. According to Oslo II, the areas in the West Bank that are to be under full or partial Palestinian control are referred to as Areas A and B, while Israel maintained control over the rest of the West Bank in an area referred to as Area C. See Chapter 2, Article XI for definitions.
12. Ibid.


17. Yet many of the announced measures from Gantz were not fulfilled.
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